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IN THE 
Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia 
AT RICHMOND. 
Record No. 3113 
VIRGINIA STAGE LINES, INCORPORATED, Appellant, 
,versus 
COMMONWEALTH OF VIR.GINIA, AT THE RELATION 
OF STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION, ETC., 
Appellee. 
PETITION FOR APPEAL. 
To the Honorahle Chief Justice and .A..~sociates J1,stices of the 
Supreme Court of Appeals of Vir.oinfo: 
Your petitioner, Virginia Stage Lines, Incorporated, (a 
corporation organized ·and existii:ig under the laws of Vir-
ginia with its principal office of the City of Charlottesville, 
Virginia) respectfully repres·ents that it is aggrieved by a 
final order entered by the State Corporation Commission of 
Virginia.on the 27th day of November, 1945, in Case No. 8275 
entitled "Commonwealth of Virginia, ex. rel., Virginia Stage 
Lines, Incorporated, in the matter of t.he application of Vir-
ginia Stage Lines, Incorporated, to increase its service be-
tween Halifax., South Boston, and Riverdale, Virginia'' (R., 
p. 107%). 
Duly certified transcript of tl1e .record in this case 
2* *is presented herewith. 
It will be noted that the order complained of did not 
represent the unanimous judgment of the· Commission. It 
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was approved by Commissioners Hooker and Downs but a 
formal dissent was filed by Chairman Apperson (R., pp. 115-
129). 
STATEMENT OF FACTS AND PROCEEDINGS. 
For over ten vears your petitioner has been the owner and 
operator of a certificate of public convenience and necessity 
issued by and through the State Corporation Commission of 
Virginia, hereinafter referred to as the Commission, authoriz-
ing the operation of a common carrier motor passenger lin~ 
by your petitioner between Lynchbnrg, Virginia, and the Vir-
ginia-North Carolina line, in both directions, via U. S. Route 
501 which included Halifax and South Boston, Virginia. Un-
der authority of this certificate, your petitioner bas been 
serving the public since 1934 to November 27, 1945, .as the 
only common carrier authorized to transport passeng·ers by 
motor between South Boston and Halifax and vice versa. 
Up until November l, 1945, in ae..cordance with its certifi-:-
cate and in accordance with its schedules theretofore filed 
with and approved by the Commission., your petitioner had 
been operating a schedule of four trips daily in each direc-
tion. 
On November 1, 1945, your petitioner instituted an en-
larg·ed schedule of twenty trips per day in each direction 
3* on *the route authorized by its said certificate; operat-
ing substantially every bour on the hour. (For detailed 
schedule, see R., p. 4.) In connection with this improved 
service, petitioner decreased its fare from twent)· cents to 
fifteen cents. This enlarged service was provided by peti-
tioner at the request of the officials of South Boston (the 
largest center of population in the territory of the route) 
and on ace.aunt of the substantial hicrease in population, and 
the resulting increased demand for transportation between 
the two said cities. 
Through oversight, the new enlarged schedules were put 
into operation prior to being filed with or approved by the 
Commission. Thereupon, on complaint of another motor car-
rier, the Commission issued telep;raphic directions to peti-
tioner to cease its enlarged schedule of operations. Accord-
ingly, petitioner ceased its enlarged schedule on November 
2, 1945 (the second clay of enlarged operations), and re-
verted to its former schedule of only f01~r round trips per 
day. On the following day, November 3., 1945, petitioner filed 
its enlarged schedule with the Commission and applied for 
approval thereof (R., p. 108). Petitioner's application was 
I 
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duly docketed by order of the Commission November 5th, 
1945 (R., p. 7), was postponed and finally heard November 
26th, 1945 (R., p. 107%). 
By its order of November 27th, 1945, the Commission (by 
majority vote with Chairman Apperson dissenting) refused 
to grant petitioner's application for approval of its en-
4* larged •schedule. 
It was fully proven,-and in fact admitted on the face 
of the record-that the public convenience and necessity 
fully justified and required the more frequent schedules pro-
posed by petitioner (R., p. 35). · 
No question was raised by anyone as to the ability or fit-
ness of petitioner to operate the enlarged schedule at the 
reduced rates. 
On the same date that the order here appealed from was 
entered ( denying petitioner the requested authority to pro-
vide the increased service), the majority of the Commission 
(with Chairman Apperson dissenting) entered an order in a 
companion cases•, actually granting authority to another 
motor carrier to inaugurate and operate eighteen daily trips 
(nine round trips daily) between these same two points 
(South Boston and Halifax) directly over the route of peti-
tioner; for which route petitioner had been the certificate 
holder ever since 1934. 
,JURISDICTION. 
Petitioner is advised that the Constitution and #Stat-
5* ute law of Virginia afford it an appeal of right in this 
matter (Constitution Sec. 156 (d); Va. Code 4097 (y) 
13(j)). 
ASSIGNMENTS OF ERROR. 
Petitioner is advised and charges that the Commission 
erred: 
(1) In refusing, by its order of N overuher 27, 1945, to 
allow petitioner,-the certificate holder on the route-to in-
crease its schedules on its route to twenty round trips per 
day-and to decrease its fares as afore said, in spite of the 
admitted need of such increased schedules and decreased 
fares. 
* ( Case No. 8264-'' Commonwealth of Virginia., ex. rel., 
State Corporation Commission-in the matter of application 
of F. A. Hubbard, trading a.s Boston Transit Company, for 
certificate of convenience and necessity, etc.'') 
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(2) In refusing-by its order of November 27, 1945, to 
permit petitioner to increase the n'umber of its trips, on the 
route for which it is tl1e certificate holder. to such extent as 
might be necessary to serve adequately the pub1ic conveni-
ence and necessitv on said route: 
(3) In requiriiig-as a necessary consequence of its or-
der of November 27, 1945-that petitioner confine its service 
to only four round trips dai]y on its route, although the evi-
dence admittedly demonstrated that the public convenience 
and necessity required many adclitional daily round trips 
and that petitioner was ready, willing and able to operate all 
additional trips necessary. 
6* *PRAYER AND CONCLUSION. 
For the reasons hereinbefore indfoated and for other errors 
apparent on the face of the record, petitioner prays that an 
appeal may be granted from said order of November 27, 1945, 
entered by State Corporation Commission as aforesaid, and 
that the same may be reviewed and reversed, and that all 
proper and appropriafo relief may he granted to petitioner 
by your Honorable Court. 
Petitioner's opening brief will be filed witllin the time re-
quired by the rules of the Court. 
Since the record in this case and in the companion case 
hereinbefore referred to are practically identical, petitioner 
further prays that one consolidated record may be printed, 
thus avoiding unnecessary aud wasteful duplication of print-
ing. 
A copy of this petition was mailed on the 14th day of Feb-
ruary, 1946, to R. Paul Sanford, Esq., Attorney at Law, Dan-
ville., Virginia, and to Don P. BaP.:'Vel1, Esq., Attorney at Law, 
South Boston, Virginia, counsel for F. A. Hubbard, the ob-
jector in this case. · 
Respectfully submitted, 
VIRGINIA STAGE LINES, INCOR-
PORATED, · 
~y JOHN J. WICKER, JR., 
JOHN J. WICKER, tTR., 
Attorney at Law, 
Mutual Building, 
Richmontl, Virginia. 
Its Counsel. 
Va. Stage Lines, Inc . ., v. Commonwealth of Va. 5 
T11 ·The undersigned attorney at law, practicing in the 
Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia, hereby certifies 
that in his opinion there is error in the order of the State 
Corporation Commission complained of in the foregoing peti-
tion, for which the same should be reviewed and reversed by 
the Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia. 
JOHN J. WICKER, JR. · 
Received Febrµary 14, 1946. 
M. B. "WATTS, Clerk. 
Appeal awarded as of right (Code, sec. 4097y(l3j). Bond 
$500.00. 
February 19, 1946. 
GEOH.GE L. BROWNING. 
Re: Case No. 8264-F. A. Hubbard Application 
Case No. 8275-Va. Stage Lines Application 
It is hereby stipulated between counsel for the parties in-
volved in the above styled cases now pending on appeal in 
the Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia as follows : 
(1) The printed record shall consist of the stenographic 
transcript of the proceedings before the State Corporation 
Commission and the final order entered in each case by the 
Commission together with the opinions (majority opinion and 
dissenting opinion) in connection therewith. 
(2) The stenographic transcript of proceedings shall be 
printed only in one case, but shall be considered as incor-
porated in the appellate record also in the other case. 
(3) The exhibits included in the certified transcript of 
record are not to be printed but are to be submitted as· part 
of the record to the Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia 
and may be used and referred to in the appellate proceedings 
and arguments just though they had been printed in the · 
record. 
Witness our hands this 15th day of February, 1946. 
VIRGINIA STAGE LINES, INCOR-
PORATED, 
By JOHN ,T. "WICKER, JR., 
I ts Counsel. 
F. A. HUBBARD, 
trading as Boston Transit Company, 
By R. PAUL SANFORD, 
of Counsel. 
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WESTERN UN[ON 
1945 NOV 2 PM 4 42 
Y. BGA344 64 5 EX'l,RA-HALIFAX VIR -2 330 P 
State Corporation Commission-
R.ich-
Virginia Stage Lines Inc started November first to operate 
hourly schedules between SoutJJ. Boston and Halifax over US 
501 using Puryear drivers stop I respectfully request that 
you direct that the operation be suspended immediately a}l.d 
that an order be entered directing Virginia State Lines Inc 
to appear before you and show cause why its ce.!'tificate should 
not be cancelled-
us 501. 
page 2} 
F.A.HUBBARD 
Trading as Boston Transit Co. 
POSTAL TELEGRAPH 
Richmond Va November 3 1945 
Virginia Stage Lines Incorporated 
Charlottesville Virginia 
Commission in receipt telegram from Boston Transit Com-
pany stating you are operating hourly schedules between 
South Boston and Halifax you lmve no authority to operate 
more than four trips per day between these points unless this 
unauthorized operation is immediately discontinued the Com-
mission will issue a show cause order for you to show why 
your certificate should not be revoked 
I ' 
H LESTER HOOKER 
Commissioner 
Va. Stage Lines, Inc . ., v. Commonwealth of Va. 7 
' 
Send prepaid 
Charge State Corporation Commission 
page 3 ~ "WESTERN UNION 
YD 29 Nov 3 PM 12 55 
~I~! 
Y. AM 113 60-(CLSD)-Charlot.tesville Vir 3 1134A 
H. Lester Hooker Commissioner-
State Office Bldg Rich Rte Dy-
Retel our Danville office inaugurated additional service be-
tween South Boston and Halifax assuming Charlottesville 
office has made proper :filingR for additional service and 
tariffs. Before the end of the first days operation the matter 
was brought to my attention and service was immediately 
stopped. Proper :filing·s are being made at this time for the 
approval or disapproval of the Commission-
VIRGINIA STA.TE LINES JESSUP. 
page 4 ~ Schedule-See MS. 
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COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA 
STATE CORPORATION COl\IlVIISSION 
Case No. 8038 
NOTICE 
(:Must be made by proper service) 
APPLICANT EXHIBIT NO. 1. 
Filed Dec 13 1944 
D. T. COLLEY, Bailiff. 
To Virginia Stage Lines, Inc. 
Charlottesville, Virginia 
8 Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia 
' 
TAKE NOTICE THAT THE UNDERSIGNED 
has made application to the State Corporation Commission 
for a Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity as a 
common carrier by motor vehicle for the Jianclliug of pas-
sengers on the following route or routes (give full descrip-
tion.) 
From Omega over U. S. 58 to Riverdale; then Va. Route 
501 to South Boston, to intersection of Va. 501 and Va. 129; 
thence Va. 129 to intersection of Ya. 304 and 129; thence Va. 
304 to Five Forks, and intersection of Va. 727; thence Va. 
727 to intersection of Va. 729; thence Va. 729 to intersection 
of Va. 129 at Love's Shop ; thence Va. 1.29 to intersection of 
Route 501 at Motley's Corner; thence Va. 501 to Webb's 
Service Station and intersection of Route 654; thence Va. 654 
to intersection of Va. Rt. 659; thence Va. 659 to intersection 
of 6.82; thence Va. 682 to South Boston, Va.: and intersection 
of Va. 501., and return to Ouiega over Va. 501 and U. S. 58 ; 
also to operate from South Boston, Va., via Route Va. 129 
to Love's Store~ and from Motley's Corner to South Boston, 
Va., over Route 501 and the Commission having set the ap-
plication for hearing at Richmond, Virginia, December 13, 
1944, 10 A. M., you are hereby notified to appear be.fore the 
Commission at said time and ·place and protect any interest 
you may have, or make any relevant statements thereto. 
BOSTON TRANSIT COMP ANY 
By JESSE l. SH.A.. W 
Title ·Owner 
Dated at South Boston, Virginia, this 18 day of November, 
1944. 
Executed in the City of Char]ottesville, Virginia, this 21st 
day of November~ 1944, on Virginia Stage Lines, Inc., by the 
delivering a true copy, in writing. to Claude A .. Jessup, Secre-
tary of and Agent for said Virginia Stage Lines, Inc., in 
person. 
E .• J. MARTIN 
Sergeant of tl1e City of Oharlottesville 
Fee $.75-paid 
Va. Stage Lines, Inc . ., v. Commonwealth of Va. 9 
page 6 J I, J. E. "\Vood, Editor and Proprietor of the Hali-
fax Gazette, a newspaper published jn the town of 
South Boston, Halifax County, do certify that the notice at-
tached of the Boston Transit Co. was published in my paper 
in the issue of Oct 25th, 1945. 
,1. E. WOOD, 
Editor and publisher of the Halifax Gazette. 
State of Virginia, 
County of Halifax. 
Subscribed and sworn to before me a notary public in and 
for the County and State aforesaid. 
This 15th day of Nov., 1!)45, 
My commission expires on the 6 day of June, 1949. 
FLORENCE H. WADE, 
Notary Public. 
NOTICE. 
The public is hereby notified that the undersigned, F. A. 
Hubbard t-a Boston Transit Company, has filed with the 
State Corporation Commission., Richmond, Virginia, an ap-
plication for the transfer of Certificate of Public Convenience 
and Necessity No. P-1454, authorizing passenger motor ve-
hicle service between Omega and Siniae, Virginia ; South Bos-
ton and Love's Shop and M:otley's Store; between South Bos-
ton via Virginia Route 501 and Webb's Service Station. The 
Commission having set the application for hearing at Rich-
mond, Virginia, in the courtroom of the State Corporation 
Commission on November 15, 1945, at 10 :00 A. M., you are 
hereby notified to appear before the Commission at such time 
and present and protect any interest you may have or make 
any relevant statements thereto. 
BOSTON TRANSIT COMP ANY, 
By F . .A. HUBBARD, 
Title Owner. 
page 7 ~ C. C. 140-4-6-44-50M. 
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COM1VION,VEAL'l'H OF VIRGIN1A 
STATE CORPORATION COM.MISSION 
City of Richmond 
5th day of November, 1945. 
Case No. 8275 
In the matter of the application of Virginia Stage Lines, 
Incorporated, to increase its service between Halifax, South 
Boston and Riverdale, Virginia. 
The application of Virginia Stage Lines, Incorporated, to 
increase its motor vehicle passenger service between Halifax, 
South Boston and Riverdale, Virginia, to become effective 
November 10, 1945, from four (4) trips each way per day 
· between these points to hourly service from 6 :00 A. M., to 
9 :52 P. M., and opposition having been filed with the Com-
mission to the proposed increase: · 
IT IS ORDERED that this matter be set for hearing be-
fore the State Corporation Commission in its courtroom at 
Richmond, Virginia, on November 15, 1945, at 11 o'clock 
A.M. 
page 8 ~ COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA 
STATE CORPORA'J~ION COMMISSION 
Co~onwealth of Virg·inia, A.t tbe relation of Virginia Stage 
Lmes., Incorporated. 
CASE NO. 8275. 
In re: Application to increase its service between South 
Boston and Halifax to an additional sixteen trips per day as 
set forth in the application. 
Date Heard: November 27~ 1945. 
Present: Commissioner Harvey B. Apperson (Chairman), 
H. Lester Hooker, L. McCarthy Downs. 
Va. Stage Lines, Inc.~ v. Commonwealth of Ya. 11 
Appearances: Senator John tT. ,Vicker, Counsel for Ap-
plicant. 
Mr. R. Paul Sanford, Mr. Don P. Bagwell, Counsel for 
Boston Transit Company (Objector). 
Mr. ,v. C. Seibert, For the Commission. 
Margaret P. Shuman, Official Court Reporter. 
page 9 r Chairman Hook~r: It is understood and agreed 
by all parties ·of interest that the record in Case 
No. 8264 will be incorporated and considered as if regularly 
introduced in this Case. 
Date Heard: November 27, 1945. 
page 10 r Form M C-3: 
COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA 
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION 
. 
. . ~ 
Application for a Certificate of Public Convenience and 
necessity under th~ Virginia Motor Carrier Act of 1936 
(Chapter 129, Acts of Assembly, 1936). 
To the State Corporation Commission, 
Rich~oud, Va. 
Application of F. A. Hubbard t/a Boston Transit Company 
for a certificate as a common carrier for the handling of pas-
sengers and their baggage by motor vehicle. 
· Full name of applicant F. A. Hubbard t/a Boston Transit 
Company. 
Business address ( street and numhor) ................. . 
City., or Town, and County, Danville, Pittsylvania. 
Applicant is individual doing business under the trade 
name of Boston Transit Company. 
If corporation or partnership, give names and addresses 
of officers of corporation, or all partners. If corporation give 
name of State under laws of wl1ich it is incorf)orated; and if 
partnership attach true and exact copy of partnership agree-
ment under which the business is or will be conducted, marked 
Exhibit X. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..................... . 
12 Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia 
Applicant desires to engage in the following operations 
( Give full and complete description of route or routes.) 
To extend operations under C~rtificate No. P-1454 from 
·webb's Service Station (now Midway Service Station) to 
Halifax, Virginia, over Virginia Route 501, a distance of 1.4 
miles. 
Certificate No. . .................. . 
Issued .......................... . 
Any additional information as to route to be attached and 
marked Exhibit A. 
• Applicant attaches, marked Exhibit B, the proposed time 
schedules, in duplicate. 
Applicant attaches, in duplicate, marked Exhibit C, the 
number of vehicles proposed to be operated, with a statement 
for each vehicle containing tbe following description: 
Kind-Make-Motor Numher-1\faker's Numher-Type-
Rated Capacity-Length--vVidth-Height--Number of Seats; 
and statement of the State Highwav Commission that the 
law applicable as to tbe proposed route or routes has been 
complied with as to size., weight and typo of vehicles to be 
used. 
Applicant attaches, marked Exhibit D, complete statement 
of financial condition and ability to operate route or routes 
if certificate is granted. 
Applicant attaches ma1~ked Exhibit E, fa.riff of freight rates 
or passenger fares, whichever may be appHcable, proposed to 
be applied if application is grant:rd. 
Applicant attaches, marked Exhibit F, list of nll persons, 
firms, or corporations, now furnishing similar servicos by 
means of motor vehicles, steam or electric r~ilways, or l)oat 
lines, between any of the points or along any portion of the 
route proposed to be served, and has indicated on· said Ex-
hibit what part of route is affected in each case; and will 
furnish on or prior to date of bearing evidence of having 
made proper service of notice of application and date of 
hearing upon ·such persons,· firmB, or corporations at least 
(20) days prior to date of hearing of tllis application as set 
by the Commissio11. · 
Applicant asserts that the gTanting of certificate applied 
for is in the public interest and should he granted for the 
following reasons : 
Va. Stage Lines, Inc . ., v. Commonwealth of Va. 13 
The territory between ·webb's Service Station (now Mid-
way Service Station) and Halifax, Virginia, is very thickly 
settled. Two miIJs are now being constructed along this road 
and it is anticipated that there will be a tremendous increase 
in population and the demand for common carrier service 
by bus within a very short time. At present this territory 
is served by the Virginia Stage Linee, Inc., but their present 
schedules are inadequate to serve the public need. 
Additional pertinent information may be attached to ap-
plication. 
Applicant agrees to furnish the service proposed within 
thirty days after the granting of the certificate under this 
application, unless permission is obtained from the Commis-
sion to postpone the beginning of operation. 
Applicant agrees to comply with the provisions of the Vir-
ginia Motor Carrier Act of 1936 ( Chapter 129, Acts of Assem-
bly, 1936), and with all applicable rules and regulations pre-
scribed by the Commission in accordance therewith. 
(Signature) F. A. HUBBAR.D 
By . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Title Owner 
Dat~d at Danville, Va., this 20 day of October, 1945. 
State of Virginia, 
City of Danville,, ss. 
Personally appeared before me, Rowena S. Carter, a No-
tary Public in and for the State and City aforesaid F. A. Hub-
bard who, being duly sworn, deposes and says that he is"" the 
applicant in the above proceeding; that he has read the fore-
going application and knows the contents thereof, and that 
the statements made therein are true to the best of his knowl-
edge and belief. 
:M:y commission expires on the 9th day of October, 1949. 
Given under my hand this, the 20th day of October, 1945. 
ROWENA S. CARTER, 
Notary Public. 
"'If applicant is a corporation, inf:ert "president of the" or 
'' secretary of the.'' If a firm or partnership, insert '' one of 
the.'' 
C. C. 349 
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EXHIBIT B 
CLASS "A" 
TIME SCHEDULE 
OF 
BOSTON TRANSIT COMP~"l\fY 
V. C. C. Time Schedule No. 1 
Cancels 
V. C. C. Time Schedule No ....... . 
•...•.•.•....... : ...........•.•.....•... AND ..............•.............. ; ........•. 
Issued .......•...........•.............•.•........... Effective ............................................ . 
Issued by F. A. Hubbard 
Mileage From 
South Boston 
3 Motley's Corner 
1~ Halifax 
Mileage From 
Halifax 
lY2 Motley's Comer 
3 South Boston 
fDaily Except Sunday: 
tsunday Only. 
§Saturday Only. 
A.M. 
To 6:30 
6:40 
6:50 
A. M. 
To 7:00 
7:10 
7:20 
Address Danville, Virginia 
NORTHBOUND 
A.M. A.M. P.M. P.M. P.M. P.M. P.M. A.M. 
8:15 10:15 12:00 4:15 6:15 8:15 10:15 12:15 
8:25 10:26 12:10 4:25 6:25 8:25 10:25 12:25 
8:35 10:35 12:20 4:35 6:35 8:35 10:35 12:35 
SOUTHBOUND 
A.M. A.M. P.M. P.M. P.M. P.M. P.M. A.M. 
9:15 11:15 3:00 5:15 7:15 9:15 11:15 1:00 
9:25 11:25 3:10 5:25 7:25 9:25 11:25 1:10 
9:35 11:35 3:20 5:35 7:35 9:35 11:35 1:20 
P.A.~ 
page 12 r 
EXHIBIT C 
COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGii'HA 
DEPARTMENT OF HIGHWAYS 
-CASE -No.-----
t · APPLICATION FOR CERTIFICATE OF PUBLIC CONVENIENCE BEFORE THE STATE CORPORATION COl\1M:IS-
SI9N, ·uNDER .THE VIRGINIA: MOTOR CAIUUER·AC~TS OF:1935: (Chapter·120, Acts of As.5embly, 10~6) 
:! 
To Department of Highways, . · 
· Richmond, Virginia ( . 
Name of Applicant Boston Transjt Company . 
BusincfS Address (street and number) .................. · ............ ·, ..... ·, ..................... • ........................... . 
City or Town and County Danville, Virginia 
Applicant Desires Appro\ral on Following Motor Equipment 
KIND GROSS S1zE Ntn.iBER NUMBER 
No. (Bus, Truck, Trailer, . LOADED MAKE MOTOR LENGTH WIDTH HEIGHT OF OF UsED *CoN-
Semi-Trailer, Tractor) WEIGHT NUMBER (In Feet)'. (In Feet) (In Feet) . TIRES TIRES NECTED. 
1 Bus 14,680 ·Chev. BG 718553 26' 10" 7' 9~" sw 750X20 6 ........... 
2 Bus 14,680 Chev. BG 719985 26' 10" 7' 9h" SW 750X20 ;6 ........... 
*As example: No. 5-Tmctor used connected with No. ff Trailer. In column put·"5-9." 
(Signature) BOSTON TRANSIT COMPANY 
By F. A. Hubbard 
Titlq ¥, f:!.. Hubbard, O,~~cr. 
ApP,rove<l- : ·· · 
DEPARTMENT OF HIGHWAYS 
By .................. · ..........................•. 
Purchasing Agent · . · 
Dated at Danvillc,Virginia, this 29th day of October, 1945. 
ORIGINAL AND TWO COPIES MUST BE FILED 
16 Supreme Oourt of Appeals of Virginia 
page 13 } EXHIBIT D 
BOSTON TRANSiT 'COMPANY, F. A. :HUBBARD 
OWNER 
Danville, Virgini~ 
October 25th, 1945 
FINANCIAL STATEMENT: 
ASSErrS 
··Cash on hand and 
LIABILI~IES 
in bank · $ 3 ,-293 .45 
-Real Estate ·15,000.00 
Automobiles -2,000.00 
Office Fix. & Fur. 550~00 
·Revenue Equipment 
Consisting of 11 
Buses and 1 
pick up 23,000~00 
Notes Payable, 
American Na-
tional Bank. & 
Trust Co. 
Acc'ts payable 
No Other Accounts 
Net Worth 
$13,011.66 
450.00 
33,881.79 
847,343.45 
I, F. A. Hubbard/ Owner of the Franklin Turnpike Bus Co., 
certify that the above statement is true .and correct t.o the best 
of my knowledge and belief. 
·· Signed----------,---
F. A. Hubbard. 
• Ari item of $3,500.00 omitted from assets.-Clerk. 
Va. Stage LineR, Inc .. , v. Conm10nwealth of Va. 17 
pag·e 14 ~ C. C. 343 
EXHIBIT E. 
V. C. C. No. 1. 
No Supplement to this 'rariff ,vill be issm~d. 
J\files 
BOSTON TB.ANSIT COMP ANY 
(Name of Carrier) 
LOCAL PASSENGER, TARIFF 
ONE-"\VAY RATES IN CENTS PER ADULT 
PASS]JNGE,R 
Between 
South Boston 
3 Motley 's Corner 
1~ Halifax 
Note-In this space should he provided ll,ules or 
· :Regulations, if ;my; 
Bnggage Liabjlity; 
Half Fare for Children, if any. 
It is the intention of tlie npplic~nt to charge a siJJgle rate 
of fifteen cents ($.15) for each and every passenger between 
all points mentioned in this tariff. 
Bag·g-age Liability: $25.00. 
Issued October 31., 1945 Effective ........... ~ 19f .. 
· Issued hy: 
F.A.HURBARD 
t/a Boston 'f ransit Co,npany 
page 15 } BOSTON TRANSIT CO~IPANY 
EXHIBIT F. 
The following is a list of all person~, firmR or corporations 
now furnishing similar service hy- nwtor vehide or otJ1erwise 
in the territorjr eovercd by this application: 
18 Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia 
N orfol~ and "\Vestern Railway Company 
Roanoke, Vi rgfoia 
Virginia Stage Lines, Incorporated 
Charlottesville, Virginia 
page 16 ~ COMMONvVEALTH OF VIRGINIA 
STATE CORPORATION C01BIISSI0N 
City of Rtchmond 
22nd day of' Or.tobrr, 1945. 
CASE .NO. 8264 
In the matter of the application of F. A. Huhhard, T/A 
Boston Transit Company, for a certifieate of public conveni-
ence and necessity. 
The application of F. A: Hubbard, tradi11g ns Boston Tran-
sit Company, for a certificate of public conv<.\11iene(l and neces-
sity to operate motor vehicles in furniRhing pas~enger serv-
ice between 1Nebb's Service Station (now :Midway Service 
Station) and Halifax, Virginia, over Virµ;inia High~ay 
#501, as an extension of service under Certificate No. P-1454 
(F. A. Hubbard being the lessee and the propos·ed transferee 
of said Certificate No. P-1454): 
IT IS ORDERED that this matter be ~'-'t for hearing in 
the Courtroom of the State Corporation Commission, Rich-
mond, Virginia, on November 15, 1945, at 10 :15 o'clock A. M.; 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the applicant give no-
tice of said application and the time ancl plnce of hearing 
thereof by proper service, u~ing Form JHC-4, on an officer or 
owner of every common carrier of passengers, inC'luding rail-
roads and every certificated motor vehicle carrier operating 
in the territory proposed to he served by the applicant, on 
the State Higb\'vay Commission, on. the mayor or principal 
officer of anv citv or town, ancl on the Chairman of the board 
of superviso,rs of any comi.ty iuto or throug·h which the appli-
cant may desire to operate at least twenty dnys before the 
hearing. 
pages 17-102 ~ Omitted by stipulation of eonnsel. 
Va. Stag·o Liues, Inc .. , v. Commonwealth of Va. 19 
pages 103-105 ~ Exhibits--See l\JS. 
pag~ 106 ~ C01Ii\I0X""\V1~ALTH OF VIRGINIA 
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION 
City of Richmond 
27th day of November, 1945 
CASE NO. 8264 
In the matter of the np}Jlication of F. A. Hubbard, T/A 
Boston Transit Company, for a certifico.te of public conveni-
ence and necessity. 
This matter came on to he lward, having been continued 
from November ~6th, and tl1e Commission having heard the 
testimony of witneRses and not. being advised of its decision 
in the premises took the case under advisement; and 
Now, having maturely con~frlerP,cl the matter, a majority of 
the Commission is of the opinion that the public convenience 
and necessity requires a grenter frrqu'tmcy of service between 
South Boston and Halifax, Virginia, to adequately meet the 
transportation needs of the puhlic in th.at vicinity, anrl is of 
the further opinion from thc.1 evidence and all ·the facts of 
record that the applicant, F . .A. Hubbard, trading ns Boston 
Transit Company, should be authorized to render such serv-
ice; 
IT IS ORDERED that a certificate of public ronvenience 
and necessity be issued to F. A. Hubbard, T/ A Boston Tran-
sit Company, authorizing the operation of motor vehicles in 
furnishing passenger service between w· 0bb 's Service Sta-
tion (now Midway Service Station) and Halifnx, Virginia, 
over Virginia Highway #501., as an extension of service un-
der Certificate No. P-1520 (formerly P-1454), in accordance 
with the time schedule und tariff filed with the application. 
Apperson, Chairman, dissents. 
20 Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginiu 
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COMMONWEALTH O:b1 VIRGINIA .. 
STAT~J CORPORATION' COMMISSION 
CERTIFICATE NO. P-1524. 
F. A. Hubbard, T/ A Boston· rrrausit Company, Danville, 
Virginia, by this Certificate of Public Convenience and Neces-
sity is hereby authorized to furnish Common Carrier pas-
senger service, by means of motor propelled vehicles between 
Webb's Service Station (now :Midway Service Station) and 
Halifax, Virginia, over Virginia Hig·bway #501,) as an ex-
tension of service under Certificate No. P-lfr20, (formerly 
P-1454) in accordance with Time Schedules aud Tariffs of 
rates or fares and charges on file with the Commission, and 
subject to the conditions and limitations noted below·: 
CONDITIONS: 
- All motor vehicles operated m1der all(l by virtue ancl au-
thority of this Certificate must be operated in accordance 
with Chapter 129, Acts of General A8sembly, 19:36, and the 
Rules and Regulations of this Commission applicable to Com-
mon Carriers by Motor Vehicle~ . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ; .................. . 
LIMITATIONS: 
• • • ••.•••.I••••••.• I•••• I•• I •.I•. •••••••a•••• I•••• ••• •• 
...................................................... 
Dated at Richmond, Va., NoYcrnher 27, 1945. 
STATE CORPOR.A.TION COMMISRION 
By H. LESTER 1IOOKER 
Commissioner. 
Va. Stage Lines, Inc., v. Commonwealth of Va. 21 
· page 107% ~ C. C. 140-4-6~44-50l\L 
CO~BIO~W"EALTH OF VIRGINT~/\. 
STATE CORPORATION COl\L\IISSION 
City of Richmond 
27th day of N ovembe1\ 1945. 
CASE NO. 8275 
In the matter of the npplieation of Virginia Stage Lines, 
Incorporated, to incrcasQ it~ $Crvice between Halifax, South 
Boston and Riverdale, Virginia. 
This matter came on fois day to be heard, having been con-
tinued from November 2fith, 1945. and the Commisi;;ion hav-
ing· heard the testimony of \Yitnesses and not being advised 
of its decision in the premises, took the case under advise-
ment; and . 
Now., having· maturely com,i<lered the matter, a majority of 
the Commission is of the opinion from the evidence and all· 
the facts of record that tlw npplicati.on of Virginia Stage 
Lines, Incorporated, should b~ denied: 
IT IS ORDERED that the application of Virginia Stage 
Lines, Incorporated, to increase its moto1· vehicle 11a~sPnger 
service between Halifax, South Boston and Riverdale. Vir-
gfoia, be, and the same is hereby, cfonicd. · 
Apperson, Chairman, dissents. 
page 108 ~ Dercmher 28, 1945. 
Commonwealth of Vir~inia, At tlle Relation of Virginia Stage 
Lines., Incorporated • 
v. 
F. A. Hubbard, t/a Boston Transit Compan:v 
CASE NO. 8275. 
Appearances: .John .T. ·wicker, ~Tr., Connsel f01· Apnlicant. 
Virginia Stag·e Lines, Incorporated; nnd R. Paul Sanford 
and Don P. Bag-well Counsel for Objector, F. A. Hubbard, 
t/a Boston Transit Company. 
22 Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginiu 
OPINION: Hooker, Commissioner. 
On November 3, 1945, the Virginia Stage· Lines, Incorpo-
ra tecl (hereinafter called tlrn Stage Lines); filed with the 
Commission a "Local Time SchedulP" (Exhibit 3) to become 
effective November 10, 1945., requesting the approval of the 
Commission to operate si~teen daily roupd trips between Hali-
fax and Riverdale, and intr~rmedite points of Golf Course, 
Midway Service Station, Daniel Service Station and South 
Boston. ·· 
It has been the· consistent policy of the Commission upon 
receipt of an application from a carrier to change its sched-
ules or service to require that sueh proposed change be posted 
at the various stops affected by sueh proposal for a period 
of ten days. If, during this period,. the Commission receives 
any objection to the change proposed the mntt0r is set for 
formal hearing. In the instant case objection was received 
from F . .A. Hubbard, trading as :Uoston Transit Company 
(hereinafter called the Boston Company).- . . 
The fa.cts of record necessary .for an intelligent under'7 
standing of this matter a re these. Th() Stage Lines is a 
public service corporation, cluly o.rga1iized under the laws of 
Virginia, having its principal office at ClmrlottPsville, Vir-
ginia. Among the certificates lield by it. to operate motor 
vehicles as a common carrier is qne dated .Oetober .. 5, 1934, 
authorizing· the operation as a conunon carrier 
page 109 ~ from Lynchburg, Virginia.~ to Durham, North 
Carolina, a distance of 122 mi.lt~s. This operation 
is over route 501 which goes throug·h Halifax nnd Riverdale. 
It is operating at this time four daily roun<l trips from Lynch-
burg, Virginia, to Durham~ North Caroliiia, which ser·ves 
Halifax and South Boston as intermediate rJOints. It has 
never operated any local service according to the· testimony 
of its Division 1\fanager (Ev. 74) nnd ib; schedules on file 
with the Commission corroborate thi.s statenwnt~ It did op-
erate for two days (November 1st and 2nd) without being 
authorized by the Commii:sion, hut djsronti11ued tllis service 
upon tbe request of the Commission. . . . 
The evidence of the four cfoiinterested witnes~es 'residing 
within the immediate nrea for which service iR sought shows 
that in and around Halifax substantial cfoveloprnent is being 
made which requires additio11al tT:msportation fadlities to 
adequately meet the needs of those employed in these :fac-
tories, as well as to pro-dde suitable servire for their families 
and others who will desire to travel to and from their homes 
Va.·Stage Lines, Inc .. , v~ Commonwealth of Va. 23 
and phices of business ,vithin this territory. It is plain from 
the evidence that a local sy~tem or hansportation is not only 
necessary to adequately serve the people between Halifax 
and South Bostou, but that t!,is entire co 1mr1.1unitv is entitled 
. to bd ctJfisidererl, and that the ptopei· rJtwelopnient of the fu-
fa1re of this community 1·cquit·es· a well planned local system 
of transportation. It -is not <mmtgl, to mefely operate over a 
sin,gle route through the cc11ter of the 1nn:st con,.r1este(li a.rea . 
.An operation ·of this tvve 1.cill not acle~1u.atel;1J ser1:e the public, 
bit.t ·ivould 'lliost 'likely prohibit ·proper development~ of ilde-
qua-te service. To properly meet the needs of tlle people. of 
this entir~ ttaffic ai·ea reqnii~os 'a syBtem 'of transportation 
having fat!ilititjs aviiilable for h~~vel to. anc1 from their vari-
ous places of einplojrmeilt as ·well as. to mf'et the needs of all 
desiring transportation with convenient sr.hecliiles, and ·with-
out the n~cessitY of fransferrilig from one C'arrier to another. 
Tl1e Boston Con1pai1y is being: op~i'afotl iil a manner to satisfy 
the public. It suits the convenience of the people it now 
serves. It has been plam10<l to meet their ..... pceds. It is ar-
. . rang·eq not only to servf\ ac!P.quately tl~ose resid-
page 110 ~ ing along ai1d near route 501 from Halifax to 
1 
Riv~rdale, but nJso thos.e residing 'outside of Hali-
fax ai1d South :Boston in the suburbau territorv. Let us ex-
amine the sei·vice the Boston Compauy wus fui·uishing prior 
to the hearing in this matter. 
From Omega over U. S. 58 to Riverdale; thence Va. Route 
501 to South Bosto11., to intersect.ion of Va. 501. and Va. 129; 
thence Va. 129 to intersection of Va. 804 and 129; thence Va. 
·304 fo·Five Fot·ks,. and intersection·rof'Vn. 727:thence Va. 
727 to intersection of Va. 729; th~ilce Va. 72!'1 to.· intersection 
of Va: 129 at Love's Shop; thence Va. 129 tc;> intPrs.ec~i0n of 
Route 501 at Motlcy's Corher; -u1ei!re _Ya. 501 to Webb's 
Service Statioi1 and inter~ection of Route 654; thence Va. 
654 to intersection of ViL Ht. 659; thence Va. 659 to inter-
section of 682; tlwnce Va. 682 to Smith Boston~ Ya., and inter-
section of Va. 501, nnd 1'et.urn ~o. Omega over Va. 501 and 
u. s. 58; · ,. 
··Also to operate from South Boston, Va.~ yin Route Va. 
lW to Love's S116p, and from 1\fotley's (;orner to South Bos-
ton, Virginia, over Va. Rout~ 501.. 
.The, Commission authorized further extension of this serv-
24 Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia 
ice by its orders of November 27, 19·45 (Cases Nos. 8264 and 
8274) as follows: 
Between South Boston and Halifax, Virginia, over U. S. · 
Highway #304 to its intersection with U. S. Highway #360; 
thence U. S. Highway ;'f 360; · 
Between South Boston, Virginia.. and the intersection of 
State Highways Nos. 729 and 727, over U. S. Highway #304 
to its intersection with State Highway #729, thence State 
Highway #729; 
Between Halifax, Virginia, and the intersection of State 
Highways Nos. 614 and 729, over State Hig·hway #651 to 
its intersection with State Highway #614, thence State High-
way #614 (Case No. 8274); . 
Between Webb's Service station (now Midway Service 
Station) and Halifax, Virginia, over Virginia Highway #501 
(Case No. 8264). 
It cannot be seriously questioned, it would seem, from a 
careful examination of the service this carrier is rendering 
in this entire community, that it far outweighs that offered by 
the Stage Lines. The many routes over which it operates 
intersecting with each other in and from all directions from 
one end of this entire community to the otl1er, compels the 
conclusion that the service of the Boston Company is far 
superior to that offered by the Stage Lines. Its· transporta-
tion facilities cover this entire traffic area as a roof covers 
a house. 
Here are two carriers requesting additional authority to 
render motor vehicle service. The Stage Lines desires to 
. inaugurate a local service between Riverdale and 
page 111 ~ Halifax., a distance of 6.4 miles. The Boston Com-
pany wishes to ext~nd its service from Midway 
Service Station to Halifax, a distance of 1.4 miles. Both of 
these carriers bold certificates to operate over Route 501. 
The Stage Lines does not operate any local service under its 
certificate between Riverdale ·and Halifax. Its operation is 
what is commonly ref erred to as long distance service between 
Lynchburg, Virginia, and Durham, North Carolina. Its only 
scheduled stops in this operation are at Halifax and South 
Boston. Its fare is twenty cents. It operates four daily 
round trips. Tl1e Boston Company, in conjunction with its 
whole operation, renders service between Riverdale and Mid-
way Service Station, a distance of five miles. It operates 
nine round trips daily, serving all points, for which a charge 
Va. Stage Lines, Inc . ., v. Commonwealth of Va. 25 
of fifteen cents is made. The Stage Lines ·would not have op-
posed the extensi911 of the certificate of the Boston Company 
from Midway Service Statfon to Halifax if it had been will-
ing· to accept a restricted certificate prohibiting· the carriage 
of passengers from Halifax to South Boston. The Boston 
Company declined to agree to such a limitation. If the Bos-
ton Company had been willing to accept the restriction it 
would not have been binding· on the Commission, and in this 
case the Commission would not have limited the rights under 
the certificate for the reason that such lirnitntion would have 
been plainly ad,rerse to the best public interest. It is essential 
that this carrier's operations between Halifax and South 
Boston be unrestricted bee a use this is a m~C'essarv link in its 
chain of operation. W'ithout this connecting liuku the plan of 
coordinated transportation 110eded to adequately serve this 
community cannot be perfected. 
This is not the ordinary case where au applicant for the 
first time requests permission to traverse so~ue part of the 
route of another carrier, because in this instance both car-
riers are lawfu11y operating on the identical highway. On 
February 3, 1931, a somcwJmt similar 1nattcr came before 
the Commissi<;m when tho Southside Transportation Com-
pany and the Petersburg., I-Iope'iNell and City Point Trans-
portation Company· \,·ere applying for a certificate over the 
same route. The decision of the Commisi;;ion in those mat-
ters was appealed. In an able opinion of ,Jnstiee Holt it is 
stated: 
page 11.2 r '' From this Statute nnd our d,:cicled cases it 
appears to be the plain policy of th(.l State to pro-
tect motor vehicle canicrs, i,n territory Fllrendy served by 
them, from ruinous competition, sul,jert, of r.m,rsr,, to the 
pa.rmnownt infrresl of th~ p,ublic. Hut tkis r;olfry is not pa.r-
ticuJarlv helpful to us in f he -instant cr:se and for this reason: 
The line proposed falls about as nwclt within lhP territorJJ of 
one o.f the applicants ns thr. nth er." (Italirs ours.) South-
side Transportation Crnnpmi.y v. On1n11101nvcalth of Virginia,, 
157 Va. 6H9, 705. 
In these cases both carriers arc operating within the same 
territory. One operating·. us a local carrici:; the other !rffers 
no local service. The operations of the Boston Companv are 
far more extensive t1mu ihe operntions of the Stage tines. 
It renders a l1igh freq110ncy of service over various routes, 
26 Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia 
and that its service covers substantially more of this terri-
tory than the Stage Lines rannot bP controverted. This is 
true as to length of the routes servecl, vehicle miles operated, 
and amount of service performed. The Stage Lines operates 
6.4 miles over route 501, which service begins in Lynchburg, 
Virginia., and terminates in Durham, North Carolina, stop-
ping at Halifax and South Boston only. 
The Stage Lines has been serving over route 501 for more 
than ten years and has never rendered any local service to 
those along route 501 between Halifax and Sot.1th Boston. 
It has never shown any desire to serve this locality locally. 
When the certificate under which the Boston Company is now 
operating was granted it was not opposed by the Stage Lines. 
Its service has been enlarged without objection. If the S.tage 
Lines had desired to serve this tP.rritorv locally it should have 
applied at that time. It should not have kept silent at the 
initiation of this matter. Its views should have been ex-
pressed at that time if it expected to render local service in 
this community. It permitted, without objection, another to 
be authorized to serve over route 501 for five miles, while now 
it opposes the extension of this service for 1.4 miles. It is 
evident that this carrier has kept a watchful .eye on the de-
velopment of this service during the experimental stage, but 
now when this lean period takes on a more endearing appear-
ance it covets the desire to take over and be fhe beneficiary 
thereof. 
page · 113 r The Stage Lines is the third largest motor ve-
hicle carrier in Virginia. It operates over vari-
ou·s routes throughout the State and in other states. It op-
erated more than seven and a half million ve11icle miles dur-
ing the year 1944 from which it derived more than two and a 
quarter million dollars. Its extensive system of operation . 
does not adapt it for local ser1iicr-. A small operation neces-
sarily requires close and daily supervision if it is to develop 
into a system of transportation of worthwhile importance to 
the vicinity it serves. A carrier such as the Stag·e Lines does 
not have the time nor the inclination to put into a ~mall local 
operation the constant attention that will be required for it 
to give to the public the kind of service that is needed. A 
local carrier who is dependent upon satisfying the people to 
be served for ultimate succes8 will give a better service than 
can be expected of the Stage Lines. 
The law applicable to tliis matter iR found in Code, sec. 
4097y (6), (h) as follows: 
Va. Stage Lines, Inc.~ v. Commonwealth of Va. 27 
'' (h) A common carrier by motor vehicle or a restricted 
common carrier by motor velJicle ope1:a.ting- under a certifi-
cate issued by the commission shall not make any change 
in schedules or service without having first received the ap-
proval of the commission for suc.h change in schedules or 
service.'' 
The law speciflcallv declares that any com.mon carrier by 
motor vehicle operating muler a, certificate is.~ued bv the Com-
·mission shall not make (J,1W charwe in schedules or service 
·without having first recefo/d the approval o.f the Commission 
for such change in, .c;chr>dules or servfoe. 
It is crystal clear that no common carrier by motor v~hicle 
operating under a certificate iRsued by the Commission can 
make any change in its scheduleg or service without first hav-
ing secured the af finnative apprnval of th(: Conmiission. The 
Comhiission 's power in regard to the changing of schedules 
or service of certificated motor vehicle carrier8 is supreme 
unless its itse has be('.n ~1la·inl1J 11nreasonable, arbitrary and 
detrimental to the public interest. 
In the instant case the denial of the authority sought is 
decidedly favorable to the public. To have permitted the 
._Stage Lines to inaugurate local service, as proposed, directly 
conflicting with the service now being rendered by the local 
carrier would seriously endanger, if not permanently cripple, 
its ability to provide the public ,vith efficient and 
page 114 ~ adequate service. The Stage Lines l~as never 
rendered any local service in this territory, con-
sequently, it will not suffer any loss by its being refused the 
privilege to participate in such local service. It may be as-
sumed that it ,vill suffer some financial loss from the carriage 
of passengers between Halifax and South Boston. However., 
if it lost all of this revenue for local travel, it ,·vould be in-
significant and unimportant to the successful operation of a 
carrier of the magnitude of the Stage Lines. The extension 
of the certificate of the Boston Company for 1.4 miles cannot 
be seriously considered as being in ruinous competition with 
the Stage Lines. ·while on the other hand, to hnve approved 
the application of tl10 Stag·e Lines permitting it to operate 
sixteen local daily round trips over .five m.iles o.f the route of 
the Boston ComJW1l,?J throuf!h the cr<'cnu of the traffic would 
seriously inipa:ir the ,1:u•1·vicr of flu~ local rarrier, and would be 
an unnecessary du plication of transportation facilities and 
mirea,sonable and ruinous cornpdition w.bicb should not be 
sanctioned, as has been rPpcatedly CHtablished by stated cases. 
See Norfolk Southern .Railroad Com.pany v. Com.monwealth 
28 Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia 
of Virgin~a., etc., 141 Va. 179; P<'fe1·sbur.q,Jlopew?~zi.~n.d City 
Point Ra1,lway Companv v. Oommon·wealth of Ti irginia, 152 
Va. 193; and SouDiside J.'mnsportati01l Companv v. Connnon-
wea.lth of Virginia., 157 Va. 699. 
The Commission is of the opinion that the best interest of 
the public justifies its decision set forth in th<' 01·der entered 
on November 27, 1.945, from wllich this appeal has been taken. 
Dovms, Commissioner, concurs. 
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Commonwealth of Virginia., At the relation of F. A. Hubbard, 
T/ A Boston Transit Company. 
In re: Application for a Certificate of Public Convenience 
and Necessity as described in the Application. 
C.A.SE NO. 8275. 
Commonwealth of Virginia, At the relation of Virginia. Stage' 
Lines, Incorporated. 
In re: Application to increase its service between South 
Boston and Halifax, to an additional 16 trips per day. 
December 28th, 1945. 
DISSENTING OPINION OF APPERSON, CHAIRMAN. 
The majority of the Members of the Commission were of 
the opinion that the application in Case No. 8264 should be 
g·rante~, but sl10uld be denied in Case No. 8275. Orders were 
entered aeeordingly. I was. not in agreement with the views 
of the majority alld hence dissented in b0th cases. In my 
opinion the applieation in Case No. 8264 should have been 
denied, but the application in Case No. 8275, sbould have been 
granted. 
- Since Case No. 8275 WllS heard on the re~ord made fo Case 
No. 8264, and tlie basic questions involved in these two cas.es 
are very simila1?, I will discus~·them together. 
In Case No. 8264 is involved the apr?lication of F. A. Hub.-
Va. Stage Lines, Inc .. , v. ,.Commonwealth · of Va. .29 
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bard, trading as the Boston Transit Company, hereinafter 
referred to as the "Transit Company'' for a certificate .of 
public convenience and necessity to operate ,passenger serv-
ice by .motor vehicles from vY~bh Service Station (now Mid-
way :Service Station) to Halifax, Virginia.~ over Virginia 
.Highway No. 501. The application designates the rights 
south '~as an extension of service under Certificate .±tP-1520 
(formerly ·P-1454) ". ·· 
Case No. -8275 is the application o.f the Virginia Stage 
Lines, Inco:r:porated, ·hereinafter referred to as the "Stage 
,Lines'', to .increase ,its bus service b~tween $on th Boston and 
Halifax, Virginia, ,by providing: an additional sixteen trips 
Jper day as set:fortb in the schedules filed. 
In Case No. 8264 the ·Stage Lines objected. to tlic granting 
of the application. of '..the Transit Company on tho grounds 
. thatrit was. already operating passHnger bus serv-
: page 116 ~ ice between South Boston and ·Halifax, that it 
·had· been serving· this route for many years, and 
was ready,. able and w'illing- to furnish all the bus service 
required by public convenience and neressity, and in any 
event .if. addition.al: service ,wns needed it should be afforded 
the opportunity to furnish · it. Its position generally was 
that it was already serving the route, and that the 'fransit 
Company should not be permitted to run over its route, and 
thereby deprive it of patronage to which it was entitled. 
"' In Case No. 8275, the .Trnnsit Company objected to the 
Stage Lines being, permitted fo furnish the additional sixteen 
. trips per day 011 the grouncl that. it., the Transit Company, was 
then serving that portion of.Route 501 betw~e.n South Boston 
and ·Midway, and had an applicatio.n · pendii1g to serve that 
portion of the route which was involved in Case #82G4. The 
Transit Company generally took the position thnt since it 
:wa.s·serving a: part of the route from Ha]jfax to South Boston, 
and ,had an application pending to· be· permitted to serve the 
residue of it, that the. State Lines should not be permitted to 
provide additional schedules, bncause if its pending· applica-
tion was granted, it 11.1ould be in a position to serve this addi-
tional portion of Route 501.. It appears that the Stage Lines, 
and its .predecessor· in interest, lrnve been maintaining pas-
senger bus service betweeri South Boston and. Halifax since 
1934, ·The service betw~en tl1ese poiP-ts bein~ pursuant to a 
certificate of public convenience and necessity which the 
Stag·e · Lines, or its predecesRor in i11tere8t, aequired in the 
yeHr 1934, giving. it the right to operate between, Lynrhburg, . 
Yirginia, and the ·Nort.h Carolina State Line. The route em-
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pldyed in this operation: be~ng over Hig·hway #501, between ~ 
South· Boston and Halifax. , . 
·. On December 13th, 1944, ,Jee~e J. Shaw, traclii1g· as the Bos·-· 
ton Transit Company, fi\ecl Ns ~pp'lication· fot a certificate 
of -public convenience ~nrJ necessity, perr11itti11g liim to· op- · 
erate o'~er certain routes therein descrihed, which primarily 
extended over highways leading· hit.6 the To\.vn of South Bos-
ton from a northerly direction. This application was granted· 
by the State Corporation ·Commission by an order entered on 
January 22nd,· 1945.· Among. other ro~1tes involved_ in· this 
· •·. ;· · application of-Shaw was the rightto·operate _over· 
page 117 ~ Route No-. 501, f ;rorn the Town of. South Boston' 
to a point on Route 501, known as Midway. ff 
will be obserYed that to this extent Shaw was granted the 
right to opei·ate over· that portion of Rout.e 501. which was 
already being served by the Stage I ,ines since i934. At the 
time ·Shaw's application to se1·ve this portion 9f Route 501 
,vas ·gtantcd the Stage Lines did not. object to bis. 8:PPlicatiorl 
for' reasons which will b9- hereinafter 0oirimented upon. By 
a contract' dated October 15th~ 1945, Shaw l.eas~a to F .. A-. 
Hubbard, who also traded .as Boston Tran.sit Company, ail 
of the -rights which he bad acquiPed .pursuant to. the Commi$.-
sion 's order of.January 22nd, 194n, ·and the certificate issued 
pursuant tl1ereto: . . . . . 
In due course F. A.- Hubbard, trading as Boston Tran~it 
Company,, instituted the· conventional proce(.)ding· seeking ap. 
· approval of tl1e lease of Octobf!r 15th, 1945. This wns granted 
by the 'Commissiof1 hy an order entered October _16th, 1945. 
All of tllis resulted in Hubbard acquil•ing -a}l of the rights 
possessed by Shaw to operate over the various r'o1.1tes over 
which Shaw liad bee11 authorized to operate, including Route 
501, from the Town of· South Boston ·to J\fidw~y._ , · 
· The portion of the application which is involved in this 
case covers t1i·at portion of Highway 501 as li~s between Mid-
way on that Hig·hway, and the Town of HaUfa~, Virgiq.ia, · a 
distance of approximately 1.4 miles; and i:esults .in'~ a· situa-
. tion wherein Huhbnrcl having ncquired .th~ rig:l1ts of Shaw to 
· operate from South Boston to 1\~idway over 501. now seeks 
to operate from l\fidway to Hali.fax. · In the a.pplication now 
in controversy Hubbard referred to thj.s. a;dditional part ,of 
501 as an extension of service under the certificate. which had 
been oriJ.dnally Q.Tantecl to Sha""~ · The Stage Lines' witne~s, 
Trice, w110 is Division Mmu1ge1·. of that_ Company, testified 
('Tr., p. 60., d ~~cq.) that when Shaw obtained tlte cer.tificate 
permitting him to operate from South Boston ·to.· Midiiay, 
that he and his Com1mny were foad to believe t11at this was 
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merely an extension of City service from the Town of South 
Boston, and for this reason Sha,v's application was not op-
posed. This witness testified (Tr., p. 61) that Jrnwas assured 
by Shaw that he was getting a franchise in the 
page 118 ~ City of South Boston and that he, Trice, was will-
ing to see bim '' do that as long as he did just 
that". The purport of Trice's testimony generally, and 
which is uncontradicted, is to the effect that Shaw repre-
sented to him that he was g·etting a franehise to operate a bus 
line in the City of South Boston, and the Highways extending 
from that point, one of which =was over 501 to :Midway. The 
witness, and his Company, the Stage Lines, did not object to 
that which they regarded as a me~e extension of City service 
out of South Boston., althoug·h this extension did go over a 
portion of Route 501, then being served by the Stage Lines. 
After that his Company did seriously object wheri at a later 
time Hubbard, the successor in interest of Shaw, undertook 
to enlarge what then appeared to be an extension of service 
out of South Boston over the remainder of Highway 501 to 
Halifax. In other words while the Stage Lines did not ob-
ject to Shaw operating over 501 for a distance out of South 
Boston, in what it regarded as service Ruburban to South 
Boston, it had most serious objections to Hubbard, successor 
of Shaw, obtaining a certificate from l\ficlway to Halifax 
which would result in Shaw's erstwhile suhnrhan service be-
coming an inter-city service between South Boston and Hali-
fax. The Transit Company's application to extend its t;erv-
.ice over Route 501 from Midway to Halifax, among other 
things stated: 
"The territory between Webb's Service Station (now Mid-
way Service Station) and Halifax,' Virginia, is very thickly 
settled. Two mills are now being constructed along this road 
and it is anticipated that there will be a tremendous increase 
in population and the demand for common carrier service by 
bus within a very short time. At present this territory is 
served by the Virginia Stage Lines, Inc., but their present 
sch~dules are inadequate to serve the public need.'' 
By an order entered October 22nd, 1945, this application 
was set for hearing before the Commission on November 15th, 
1945. It appears from the testimony of the witne,ss, Trice 
(Tr., p. 49) that for some months prior to November 1st, 1945, 
the Stage Lines had been considering putting· on additional 
service over Route 501 between South Boston and Halifax. He 
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testified that this additional service was actuated partly on the 
suggestion of the Company's agent at South Bos-
page 119 ~ ton, and also pursuant to talks with the Mayor 
, of that Town and interested citizens, who de-
sired better bus service between the two communities of South 
Boston and Halifax. He further testified that his Company 
had been following the situation at Halifax very closely, and 
lmew that industrial expansion was expected at or near that 
place., He states that the fact that the Transit Company had 
filed' an:_application to operate over 501 from Midway to Hali-
fax had nothing to do with the proposed increase of service 
by his Company (Tr., pp. 62-64). Accordingly, on November 
1st, 1945, the Stage Lines increased its service from four 
trips a day to twenty trips a day, which resulted in prac-
tically hourly service between Halifax and South Boston. It 
seems, hovJever, that for some undisclosed reason (Tr., p. 71), 
the approval of the State Corporation Commission was not 
obtained to the inauguration of service, as is required by 
Sub-section h of Section 6 of the Virginia Motor Vehicle Car-
rier's Act, 4097(y)(6) (h), Code of 1942, and that on Novem-
ber 2nd, 1945 (Tr., pp. 72-73) the Transit Company tele-
graphed the State Corporation Commission, as follows: 
'' Virginia Stage Lines, Inc., started November 1st to op-
erate hourly schedules between South Boston and Halifax 
over us 501 using Puryear drivers. I respectfully request 
that you direct that the operation be suspended immediately 
and that an order be entered directing Virginia Stage Lines, 
Inc., to appear before you and show cause why its certificate 
should not be cancelled.'' 
To this telegram, under date of November 3rd, 1945, Hon-
orable H. Lester Hooker, Commissioner, telegraphed Virginia 
Stage Lines, as follows: 
'' Commission in receipt telegram from Boston Transit 
Company stating you are operating hourly schedules between 
South Boston and Halifax. You have no authority to operate 
more than the four trips per day between these points. Un-
less this unauthorized operation is immediately discontinued 
the Commission will issue a show cause order for you to show 
why your certificate should not be revoked." 
Under date of November 3rd, 1945, the Stage Lines replied 
to Commissioner Hooker's telegram, as follows: 
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tional service between South Boston and Halifax 
assuming Charlottesville Office has made proper filings for 
additional service and tariffs. Before the end of the first 
day's operation the matter was brought to my attention, and 
service was immediately stopped. Proper :filings are being 
made at this time for the approval, or disapproval, of the 
Commission.'' 
After this exchange of telegrams the service which the Stage 
Lines had inaugurated prior thereto was terminated, and 
on November 3rd, 1945 (Tr., p. 71), the Stage Lines filed with 
the Commission its schedules, the effect of which was an ef-
fort on its part to seek approval of the restoration of the 
sixteen trip additional schedule which it had inaugurated, 
but which it had been required to terminate in the manner 
above stated. It also appears (Tr., p. 74), that the fare was 
reduced from twenty to fifteen cents, which appears to be 
customary where service is local, and on practically an hourly 
basis. This attempt on the part of the Stage Lines t.-0 give 
the public of South Boston, Halifax and vicinity this greatly 
increased service, which was denied by the Commission at 
the behest of the Transit Company, is the subject matter of 
Dase No. 8275, and it will thus be seen that this case, and 
Case No. 8264, in substance involve a situation wherein one 
common carrier is serving the entire route between two 
Towns. A competing common carrier secures a permit over 
a part of the R.onte being· served by the :first carrier, who 
does not oppose it on the representation that the second car-
rier merely intends to extend its service for a distance out 
· of one of the Towns involved, but thereafter applies for a 
certificate over the remainder of the Route which is already 
being served by the first carrier, and thereby puts himself in 
competition over the entire route·of the .first .carrier, whereas 
he formerly was in competition with it only a portion of the 
way. During the pendency of the second carrier's applica-
tion, the first carrier undertakes to perfect its previously en-
tertained intention to increase the service between the two 
Towns, whereupon the second carrier protests on the grounds 
that if his application is granted he will be in a 
page 121 ~ position to serve the whole distance between the 
two Towns, and that the additional schedules of-
fered by the first carrier would result in unfair competition 
and forsooth the first carrier should be -denied tbe rig·ht to 
give the additional service, so that the second carrier could 
provide it, and thereby gain such advantages as might ac-
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crne therefrom. All of which in my opinion results in the 
first carrier being deprived of that to which it is justly en-
titled. · 
It will be remembered that from 1935 until January 22nd, 
1945, the Stage Lines had exclusive right to serve the terri-
tory between South Boston and Halifax, and so .far as the 
record in these two caaes disclose it had been serving the ter-
ritory adequately, or certainly there is nothing in the record 
to show that inadequacy of service, if any, was sufficient to 
justify proceedings requiring more service. True it was that. 
bythe Commission's order of January 22nd, 1945, the Transit 
Company was permitted to operate over that part of Route 
501 between. South Boston and Midway, which was not op-
posed for the reasons above stated. Notwithstanding this, 
however, the Transit Company had never been authorized to 
operate all the way between these two Towns, and when in-
dustrial development in the vicinity of Halifax indicated the 
need for greater frequency of service, it immediately under-
took to furnish that service, and it had the legal right to do, 
although it by inadvertence failed to technically comply with 
the requirements of Sub-section h, of Section 6 of the Vir-
ginia Motor Vehicle Carrier's Act. When it did undertake 
to comply· with these requirements .by the institution and 
prosecution of Case No. 8275,. it encountered a protest from 
the Transit Company on the grounds that it had an applica-
tion pending which so-u,ght the acquisition of the right to serve 
the remainder of Route 501, from Midwa.y to Halifax. 
In my opinion the granting unto the Transit Company of 
the certificate which it sought in Case No. 8264, and the de-
nial to the Stage Lines of its application to inaugurate and 
maintain additional schedules over -the route in question, di-
rectly deprived it of the protection it is entitled to receive, 
and the rights it is entitled to enjoy under Sub-
page 122 ~ section c of Section 6 of tJ}e Virginia Motor Ve-
hicle Carrier's Act (Code of 1942, 4097(y)(6)(c). 
That Section, among other things, provides: 
"No certificate shall be granted to an applicant proposing 
to operate over the route of any holder of a certificate when 
the public convenience· and necessity with respect to such 
route is being adequately served by such certificate holder; and 
no certificate shall be granted to an applicant proposing to 
operate over the route of any holder of a certificate unless 
and until it shall be proved to the satisfaction of the com-
mission that the service rendered by such certificated holde1, 
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over the said route, is inadequate to the public needs; and if 
the commission shall be of the opinion that the service ren-
dered by such certificate holder over the said route is in any 
respect inadequate to the public needs, such certificate holder 
shall be given reasonable time, and opportunity, to remedy 
such inadequacy before any certificate shall be granted to an 
applicant proposing to operate over such route.'' 
Applying this Statute. to the instant case, it clearly appearA 
that the Stage Lines holds a certificate covering the entire 
route between South Boston and Halifax. As I read the evi-
dence the· proof does not show that the publie convenience 
and necessity with respect to this Route was not being ade-
quately served by the Stage Lines, the certificate holder, un-
less it can be said that the prospective industrial develop-
ment near Halifax created a situation wherein additional 
service would be required. If, however, for the sake of tbq 
discussion, it be assumed that this new development did re-
quire additional service, then under the specific and unequivo-
cal language of the Statute, the Stage Lines was entitled to 
have the opportunity to furnish any such needed service, and 
to remedy any inadequacy which migl1t exist. This, the proof 
shows, it undertook and tried to do prior to the time that 
any attempt wa~ made to force it to do so. The evidenoe 
shows that it of its own initiative tried to furnish sixteen 
additional trips per day, and if its adversary had not objected 
on the grounds that it desired to get on the remainder of 
the Route, and furnish the same service which the Stage 
Lines had offered to furnish, it may be assumed that the 
service would have been inaugurated. The uncontradicted 
evidence shows the public wanted the additional 
page 123 ~ service, the carrier desired to furnish it, and cer-
tainly the State Corporation Commission would 
not of its own motion have denied an existing carrier the right 
to furnish additional service, which it desired to give and 
which the public desired to have. ):t will be observed that 
there is nothing conditional or uncertain about this Statute, 
but it in terms states that no other certificate shall be granted 
where the route is being adequately served by such certifi-
cate holder, unless it be proved that the service rendered is 
inadequate, and then in that event the opportunity shall be 
afforded to the existing certificate holder to remedy any in-
adequacy of service, before the route can be thrown open to 
another carrier who desires to operate thereon. 
The law on the subject is clear, specific and unequivocal, 
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and it is my view that it was enacted by the General Assembly 
for the purpose of protecting the holders of existing certifi-
cates, and preventing undue and ruinous competition to them 
from those who sought to serve the same territory and thus 
deprive them of that which was theirs, rightfully acquired 
under a previously granted certificate. 
In construing the Virginia Motor Vehicle Law, the Supreme 
Court of this State has recognized it to be the definite policy 
of this "State to protect existing transportation systems, so 
far as .compatible with the public interest". In Southside 
Tr(Jlfl,Sportation Com,pany v. Gommorvwealth, 157 Va. 699, the 
Court said: 
"In our approach to cases of this character certain gen-
eral principles may be regarded as established. 
'Existing transportation systems should be protected so 
far as compatible with the public interest. There should be 
no unreasonable or unnecessary duplication of service, to the 
point that efficient service is made impossible. Subject to 
these limitations, when the public convenience and necessity 
require it, the certificate should be granted.' N. 8. R. Go. v. 
Com., 141 Va. 179, 126 S. E. 82, 85. . 
'The only limitation on competition is that written into the 
motor vehicle law, chapter 161, Acts of the General Assem-
bly of Virginia 1923 ( Extra Session, page 195.) There, in 
section 3, new permits are forbidden, when public convenience 
and necessity are already reasonably served. Public con-
venience is always the paramount consideration. For unneces-
sary duplication of transportation facilities, the public ulti-
mately pays. 'Shoestring' competition, in the end, hurts 
everybody. Petersburg, Hopewell a'Jul City Point Railway 
Company v. C on1lnionwealth, 152 Va. 193, 146 S .. E. 292, 294, 
67 A. L. R. 931.' '' 
page 124 ~ That case was an appeal from a decision of the 
Commission granting a certificate of public con-
venience and necessity to the Petersburg, Hopewell and City 
Point Transportation Company, authorizing the operation of 
passenger service between Petersburg and the Federal Prison, 
but containing a limitation that no passengers be taken on, 
or discharged on the Petersburg-Hopewell Highway now 
served by the Southside Transportation Company. Both of 
these companies had applied for the . same franchise. The 
Commission granted it to the Petersburg Company with the 
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limitation above mentioned, and denied the application of the 
Southside Company. 
In commenting upon the Virginia Motor Vehicle Laws the 
Court further said : 
''From this statute and from our decided cases it appears 
to be the plain policy of the State to protect, motor vehicle 
carriers; in territory already covered by them, from 'ruinous 
competition, subject, of course, to the paramount interest of 
the public. But this policy is not particularly helpful to us 
in the instant case and for this reason: The line proposed 
falls about as much within the territory of one of the appli-
cants as the of the other .. ' ' 
It will be observed that in that case the proposed line was 
in the territory of both applicants. However, both the Com-
mission, and the Supreme Coµrt recognized the principle that 
existing transportation systems should be protected, and in-
. eluded in the certificate granted the above referred to limi-
. tation. In speaking of this the Court also recog·nized the fact 
that the Statute gives to a certificate holder the right to fur-
nish additional service over a route already occupied by it 
when such service is necessary, but it forbade the Hopewell 
Company from doing business along thiR duplicated line. 
The law which gave an existing certificate holder the right 
to an opportunity to furnish additional service before such 
right should be given to another applicant, first appeared in 
the Motor Vehicle Law in 1926 ( Acts 1926, Page 920). This 
same safeguard, but in somewhat stronger language was re-
enacted in 1932 ( Acts 1932, Page 700). · Th~ same 
page 125 ~ provision in still stronger language was re-enacted 
. by the General Assembly of 1936 ( Acts 1936, 
Page 230). All of which evidences a clear intention on the 
part of the General Assembly to make certain that an exist-
ing carrier must be given the opportunity to remedy any in-
adequacy of service before such rights are given to his ad-
versary, and to make this assurance doubly sure by making 
each re-enactment in language stronger than the previous 
enactment. 
The principles enunciated in the Southside Transportation 
Company case, and those therein cited, have also been fol-
lowed by the Supreme Court of Appeals in the case of Titrner 
v. Hicks, 164 Va. 612. And again in the case of Jessup v. 
Commonwealth, 174 Va. 133. In that case the only assign-
ment of error was the refusal of the Commission· to remove 
from the certificate involved a restriction to the effect that no 
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freight should be taken on at Richmond for delivery in 
Lynchburg, and no freight taken on at Lynchburg for de-
livery in Richmond; The Commission was of the opinion that 
the then present transportation facilities, which were being 
afforded by the Railroads and Motor Transportation Com-
panies, which were then serving the territory, were adequate 
for the public needs and declined to remove the above men-
tioned restriction from the certificate under which the ap-
plicant had the right to operate between points on certain of 
the highways between Richmond and Lynchburg·. Thus, again 
recognizing that the holders of existing certificates were en-
titled to protection. As I read the Virginia law on the sub-
ject, the Court of .Appeals and the State Corporation Com-
mission has strictly adhered to these principles. It is true 
that in the cases of Norfolk ~ Soiithern Railroad Compa;ny v. 
The Commonwealth, 141 Va. 179, and Petersbiirg-Hopewell, 
etc., Railway Company v. The Commonwealth, 152 Va. 193, 
( above cited in the Southside Transportation Company case) 
the Commission granted certificates permitting Motor Ve-
hicle Carriers to parallel to some extent existing Railway 
lines, and permitted·'the Motor Carriers to compete with the 
Rail Carriers. However, it appears from the decisions of 
the Court of .Appeals, affirming the Commission's decision 
that this was predicated largely upon the proof 
page 126 } that transportation by motor vehicle afforded an 
additional and convenient mode of transportation, 
for which there was a public need, and which gave more con-
venient transportation to the public than was then being af-
forded by the Rail Carriers. Also in this connection it will 
be remembered that the General .Assembly at the Special 
Session of 1923 (Acts of 1923, Page 195) provided that the 
operation of a railroad in the territory affected, should not 
prevent the granting of a certificate to a Motor Carrier, al-
though the operations of the rail carrier would be paralled. 
Similar provisions were carried in the Acts of 1924, Page 
330, and Acts 1926, Page 920. The principle, however, that 
existing carriers were entitled to protection was recognized 
and re-affirmed. Applying these principles to the inst.ant 
case, it could be argued with force that since the Stage Lines 
was already serving the Route between South Boston and. 
Halifax, that the application of the Transit Company might 
have been denied, on the sole ground that granting it would 
be contrary to the law laid down in the cases above referred 
to. However, that may be the other portions of Sub-section 
c, of Sectiqn 6, of the Virginia Motor Vehicle Carrier's Act, 
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protects the Stage Lines in this case, by requiring that it 
be afforded an opportunity to remedy any inadequacy of 
service before the right to furnish service can be legally 
granted to its adversary, who is attempting to get on the 
route, and deprive it of the patronage which it had acquired 
by prior right. 
During the hearing of the case, it was contended by the 
Transit Company, that it was already 011 a portion of the 
Route from South Boston to Midway, and that since the dis-
tance from Midway to Hali£ ax was only 1.4 miles, that this 
short distance should not prevent it from operating all the 
way between the two Towns. 
It will be observed that the Statute contains no exception 
as to the length of the proposed route, but on the contrary 
gives the existing certificate holder the right to serve it 
whether the distance be long or short, and further the right 
to an opportunity to remedy any inadequacy in existing 
service. · 
page 127 ~ The· Transit Company introduced testimony to . 
the effect that this proposed operation would be a 
convenience to those who would be employed as workers in 
the Industrial Plants near Halifax, which were in progress 
of construction, or in prospect. This contention was in my 
opinion adequately answered by reference to the provisions· 
of 4097(y)(2)(e) Code of Virginia, pursuant to which the 
Transit Company could transport these workers to and from 
their places of employment, without obtaining~ certificate of 
public convenience and necessity over the Route, which was 
then being served by an existing carrier. In addition the 
record is replete with offers on the part of the Stage Lines to 
furnish all of the service which the public convenience and 
necessity required. Not only did it ask this opportunity, but 
the uncontradicted evidence shows its desires and the dili-
g·ent efforts it made when it sought to inaugurate the addi-
tional service by the proceedings in Case No. 8275. 
The exingencies of a particular case may present a situation 
justifying one carrier using a portion of the Route of another 
for some purposes, but I fail to see why any such case is pre-
sented here. On the contrary I believe that an examination 
of the Maps, and the evidence which. was introduced in these 
cases, present a situation wherein one carrier by a series of 
proceedings involving various other routes, is attempting to 
establish a comprehensive transportation system in a lo-
cality, the result of which will deprive an existing transpor-
tation company of rights which it had previously acquired, in 
a portion of the territory. 
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While the activity of the Transit Company in furnishing 
additional transportation facilities to the people of Halifax 
County in the vicinity of South Boston and Halifax, is laud-
able, and it should be granted all of the rights to which it 
is entitled in this worthy endeavor, it should not be allowed 
to expand its operations to an extent which will deprive an-
other transportation company of rights which it had already 
acquired to maintain its operations between these two Towns. 
I am not impressed with the contention of the Transit Com-
pany that it has the right to operate over the routes of ex-
isting carriers in order to establish and maintain a co-or-
dinated system of transportation, which would be of great 
service tt;> the public in this vicinity. It has the right to 
· · · establish a co-ordinated system, provided that 
page 128 ~ under the guise of co-ordination it does not de-
prive another carrier of its just and legal rights 
and privileges, which it had previously acquired, and has 
been enjoying for a number of years, during which it has 
. given adequate service, so far as the evidence discloses. Cer-
tainly the Transit Company should not be allowed to co-
ordinate its service in such manner, as will deprive the Stage 
Lines of its rights without giving it an opportunity to remedy 
any inadequacy of service, as is provided by law. The at-
titude of the applicant, and the prime motive which actuates 
his desire to serve the route is rather forcibly demonstrated 
by the following excerpt from his testimony at Pages 17 and 
18 of the transcript: 
Q. ''Isn't it a fact that when the Virginia Stage Lines hero 
recently started an increase of service, a more frequent serv-
ice, you protested Y 
A. Yes. 
Q. And filed an official protest with the State Corporation 
Commission y 
A. Yes. 
Q. And you are here stating to the Commission that you 
believe the public between South Boston and Halifax on this 
direct route is in need of this additional service T 
A. Yes, sir. . 
Q. Yet you don't want the public to have that additional 
service at the hands of the Virginia Stage Lines, the certifi-
cate holder, but only if you can get it. Isn't that correct? 
A. Just about." 
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Nor do I think that the position of the applicant is· im-
proved by the fact that he calls his application '' an exten-
sion of service under Certificate #P-1520 (formerly P-1454) ''. 
In fact his object is to furnish passenger bus service from 
South Boston to Halifax over the line of an existing carrier. 
He obtained the right to operate over the portion of 501.from 
South Boston to Midway under the circumstances above re-
f erred to. By denominating his application from Midway 
to Halifax as a .mere extension of service, and then by his 
protest and defense of Case No. 8275, preventing 
page 129 ~ the Stage Lines from increasing its schedules; 
does not change that which results, namely, the 
practical pre-emption of the route of an existing certificate 
holder. 
I regret that I do not find myself in accord with the views 
of the majority of the Commissioners, but am impelled by 
the foregoing reasons to the view that application in Case 
No. 8264 permitting the Transit Company to operate over 
Highway #501 from Midway to Halifax should have been 
denied, and that the Stage Lines should have been permitted 
to furnish the additional service which it sought by Case No. 
8275. · 
page 130 ~ The Chairman of the State Corporation Com-
mission hereby certifies to the Supreme Court of 
Appeals of Virginia that the foregoing contains and sets out 
all the facts and evidence upon which the action of the Com-
mission in the said proceeding was based and which are es-
sential to a proper decision of the· appeal to be taken from 
such action, and is also a true transcript of the proceeding 
and orders of the Commission in said proceeding. 
Witness the seal of the State Corporation Commission and 
the signature of its Chairman, attested by the Clerk, this 15th 
day of January, 1946, and in the 170th year of the Common-
wealth. 
(SeaU 
.Attest: 
HARRY B. APPERSON, Chairman. 
N. W. ATKINSON. 
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I, N. W. Atkinson, Clerk, State Corporation Commission, 
do hereby certify that proper notice was given of the inten-
tion to apply for a transcript of the record in this case as 
the basis for appeal to the Supreme Court of Appeals of 
Virginia, pursuant to the provisions of Section 6339, Code of 
Virginia, 1919. 
A Copy-Teste: 
N. W. ATKINSON, 
Clerk of the Commission. 
M. B. WATTS, C. C. 
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